Attempts are being made to literally wash down ornamental pines in San Diego and at the same time train firemen.

Robert A. Bartlett, president of the F. A. Bartlett Tree Expert Company, discusses needs for highway tree success.

A review by Gordon Chemical Company's director of research of some current herbicides and their performance.

A new formula is being used in a Florida pilot project, and also on ornamentals by private enterprise.

Size and scope of grass seed production.

Super sack enters the market as a totally new idea in handling seed, fertilizer, grain, etc.

A new chipper on the market—the Precision Tree Destroyer—promises to be an important addition to the tree care industry. It's a big machine—but portable and mounted on a trailer bed and pulled by a regular trailer tractor at regular truck highway speeds. The chipper will handle tree trunks up to 22" in diameter. It is made by Precision Chipper Corp., a company with a quarter-century of chipper manufacturing experience on stationary chippers for the forest products industry. Two smaller units, scheduled for introduction late this year, are being built. Operating the Tree Destroyer is a veteran Precision employee, Clyde Hill.